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Abstract
Datasets of documents in Arabic are urgently needed to promote computer vision and natural language processing research
that addresses the specifics of the language. Unfortunately, publicly available Arabic datasets are limited in size and restricted
to certain document domains. This paper presents the release of BE-Arabic-9K, a dataset of more than 9000 high-quality
scanned images from over 700 Arabic books. Among these, 1500 images have been manually segmented into regions and
labeled by their functionality. BE-Arabic-9K includes book pages with a wide variety of complex layouts and page contents,
making it suitable for various document layout analysis and text recognition research tasks. The paper also presents a page
layout segmentation and text extraction baseline model based on fine-tuned Faster R-CNN structure (FFRA). This baseline
model yields cross-validation results with an average accuracy of 99.4% and F1 score of 99.1% for text versus non-text block
classification on 1500 annotated images of BE-Arabic-9K. These results are remarkably better than those of the state-of-the-art
Arabic book page segmentation system ECDP. FFRA also outperforms three other prior systems when tested on a competition
benchmark dataset, making it an outstanding baseline model to challenge.

1 Introduction

Text extraction research has been pursued for decades,
achieving almost perfect results for certain tasks, document
domains, and languageswhen tested on limited-size datasets.
With the availability of much larger datasets and deep learn-
ing models, the range of tasks and domains that are being
addressed in document image research has widened signifi-
cantly. Instead of separating text from non-text components
in simple page layouts, the research challenges are now to
extract text in book illustrations or tables, handling scanned
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versus born digital files, and interpreting documents in a low-
resource language (Fig. 1).

Collecting a large dataset of scanned documents for docu-
ment analysis research is a time-consuming task that typically
requires large institutional funds and expert collaboration to
collect, filter, and organize the documents, design an anno-
tation scheme, and then manually provide annotations for
each document in order to establish the ground truth needed
to train supervised learning models (more details in the
appendix sections 9.1, 9.2). Consequently, there is a lack
of publicly available datasets of scanned documents in many
low-resources languages. This was also the case for Ara-
bic until Saad et al. provided BCE-Arabic-v1 [53], a dataset
containing 1833 images of pages scanned from 180 books.
We consider BCE-Arabic-v1 a precursor of BE-Arabic-9K,
the dataset we introduce here. BE-Arabic-9K contains more
than 9000 high-quality scanned images fromover 700Arabic
books (Fig. 1). Among these, 1500 documents have been seg-
mented into layout regions, and each region has been labeled
by its content type (e.g., text or non-text).

We designed the collection process of BE-Arabic-9K,
so that its images are useful as training data for various
document analysis tasks. Foremost, we were interested in
creating a dataset that supports research on the task of text
extraction, that is, separating text from non-text compo-
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Fig. 1 An image fromBE-Arabic-9K segmented byFFRAsystem (left)
and a human expert (right) with text regions bounded by blue boxes and
non-text foreground regions by red boxes

nents of a document image (Fig. 1). Having a solution for
this task, which is also called “text localization” or “page
segmentation,” is a basic requirement for most document
analysis tasks. As a general purpose benchmark for Ara-
bic documents, however, BE-Arabic-9k may also be used
by other researchers to develop solutions for a wide variety
of tasks, for example, physical layout analysis, logical layout
analysis, table analysis, or diagram classification. “Physical
layout analysis includes segmenting of the image into a set
of non-overlapping homogeneous regions, called ‘zones’ or
‘blocks,’ and labeling each region according to its content
class (text or graphic). Logical layout analysis (LLA) inter-
prets the function of the text within the document (e.g., title,
text body, caption, page number) and determines a reading
order of the layout regions, which is required by PDF reading
software for people with visual impairments” [28].

This paper offers a solution to the problem of a phys-
ical layout analysis of scanned Arabic book pages, which
includes page segmentation into homogeneous regions and
classification of these regions as text or non-text. The prob-
lem has been addressed in the literature, for example, for spe-
cific document domains like historical manuscripts [14–17]
and newspapers [6,32], and a discussion of these approaches
wasprovided inour previouswork [28]. In 2018,weproposed
the ECDP system [28], short for “Ensemble-based classifica-
tion of document patches,” as a general solution for analyzing
scanned Arabic book pages. To the best of our knowledge,
ECDP is still the state-of-the-art system for physical lay-
out analysis of scanned Arabic book pages. ECDP uses a
multi-step process that involves an ensemble of support vec-
tor machines and a voting mechanism to extract text.

To set up a baseline for the BE-Arabic-9K dataset, we
developed a Faster-R-CNN-based model that leverages the
advances that have been made in recent years with regard to
deep learning solutions for region-based detection of objects
in images. Faster R-CNN [51] is an efficient improvement
of the “Fast R-CNN” model [30] and the earlier R-CNN

method [31]. (R-CNN is short for “region with convolutional
neural network features”.) Experiments reveal that the fine-
tuned Faster-R-CNN-based model outperforms ECDP [28]
and three other systems [2,13,52] for extracting text from
scanned Arabic book pages.
In summary, the contributions of our work are:

– Creating the 9000+ dataset BE-Arabic-9K by scanning
pages from Arabic books with a wide variety of layout
shapes and content and publicly sharing it.

– Annotating and releasing a subset of 1500 images for
physical layout analysis research purposes.

– Presenting a deep learning baseline model FFRA based
on fine-tuning pre-trained Faster-R-CNN structure for
page segmentation.

– Showing high accuracy results for FFRA on the 1500
book page images, and also providing experimental com-
parisons of FFRA with four previous methods.

– Publicly sharing our FFRAmodel parameters and source
code, as well as our ground-truth annotation interface
code and our evaluation code at https://github.com/
wdqin/BE-Arabic-9K

2 Background on datasets for Arabic
document analysis

For research on Arabic documents analysis, past dataset
collection efforts were mostly directed toward text-only doc-
uments, because the research questions focused on optical
character recognition and handwriting recognition in Ara-
bic. An example of a dataset of machine printed Arabic text
is theArabic PrintedText Image (APTI) dataset [56].A large-
scale dataset of handwritten documents is the MADCAT
dataset (Multilingual Automatic Document Classification
Analysis and Translation) [57], which contains 38,000 hand-
written Arabic pages of news. The IFN/ENIT-database of
Tunisian town names [47] contains 2200 handwritten forms
from 411 writers and about 26,000 binary-word images.
Another example is the ALTEC dataset [7], which consists of
5000 pageswith approximately 35,000 lines (around 175,000
words and 1 million characters). The KHATT database [41]
contains 2000 random text paragraphs consisting of 9327
lines written by 1000 distinct writers. Handwriting datasets
have also been created by recording user interactions with
electronic devices, i.e., recording the trace of a stylus pen,
while the user is writing on an electronic surface like a
tablet or smartphone. Examples are the online version of
the KHATT dataset [42], the ADAB dataset [25], and the
ALTEConDB dataset [1].

In contrast to the richness of text-only research datasets,
large-scale publicly available datasets for page segmenta-
tion and layout analysis of scanned documents in the Arabic
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Tables:

Graphic elements:

Table of Contents:

Fig. 2 Tables could contain text only and sometimes contain graphic
elements. The text in tables could be in the same language or multi-
lingual. The text direction could vary horizontally and vertically. The
layout could be one table covering the entire page or multiple tables

cascaded horizontally or vertically. The text background varies as well
from plain white background to variant colored or watermarked back-
grounds and decorative frames and borders around specific logical text
like titles and page numbers

language did not exist until Saad et al. [53] published BCE-
Arabic V1 (1833 images). There are only two other datasets
(available upon request), both small scale, that include doc-
ument images from newspapers with complex layouts (50
images) [6] and historical books (85 images) [35]

3 Background on Arabic documents analysis
solutions

Separating text components from non-text in a document
image is one basic requirement for almost all document anal-
ysis tasks. Many classical ad hoc algorithms were proposed
until the early 2000s followed by supervised machine learn-
ing solutions. Such solutions require training samples with
annotations including each region’s type and its bounding
box information.Accordingly,Arabic as one example of low-
resource languages is not well represented in the literature,
compared to other languages, in terms of benchmark datasets
or baseline results. Most works for Arabic were dedicated
to historical documents [11,36] (a comprehensive survey of

challenges of the historical Arabic documents processing and
the existing solutions can be found in [37]) and very few
more to newspaper images. The related works all depend on
well-known models like neural networks (NN), support vec-
tor machines (SVM), decision trees, or random forests (RF).
The target of the developed solutions was either to detect
homogeneous text regions or segment textlines directly.
The recent deep-learning-based solutions developed for text
detection were created using structures like fully convolu-
tional neural networks (FCNN) and its variants, convolu-
tional encoder-decoder (CED), etc. Earlier attempts to use
deep structures for Latin scripts documents deployed them
as unsupervised feature extraction stages and left the classifi-
cation task of feature maps obtained to a separate softmax or
support vector machine models as in [19,20,46,60]. At this
stage, only model training from scratch was performed to
few convolutional layers.
Later attempts started to use the deep models as an end-to-
end system with little or no preprocessing to the input image
and getting the final output directly from the model’s top
layer. The models got bigger in size (i.e., deeper), and data
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augmentation took place to support the computation of the
increased hyperparameters.
The recent study by Studer et al. [58] concluded that whether
it is training-from-scratch or cross-domain learning from
a pre-trained model, the results of semantic segmentation
problem depend on the test dataset. Some datasets could
be segmented with high accuracy, and some are not regard-
less of the model structure or the training method. To come
with these conclusions, the authors initialized their models
encoder with the pre-trained weights from ImageNet and
compared their performance, with the same models trained
from scratch using historical document dataset (DIVA-
HisDB).
Recently, Faster R-CNN is frequently used with document
analysis research datasets, especially for logical text detec-
tion. In [68], a fine-tuned Faster R-CNN acted as the baseline
model for detecting logical regions such as titles and tables
in the PubLayNet documents dataset images. Similarly,
for Doc-Bank dataset a Faster-R-CNN-based model was
deployed for detecting more subtle regions like abstract, cap-
tion, etc. [43] For Arabic language very few attempts for text
detection in document images using deep structures were
reported. Amer et al. usedCNN to classify regions previously
segmented by ARLSA algorithm [45] as ‘text’ or ‘non-text’
regions in newspapers images, while Barakat et al. [12,13]
used FCN models for pixel classification to detect handwrit-
ten text lines inArabic historical documents. Recently,Neche
et al. [44] used RU-Net to classify pixels as ‘textline’ or
‘background’ for segmenting Arabic handwritten documents
and then used a pipeline of CNN-BLSTM-CLC to further
segment the detected textlines into words. In 2014, [31] pro-
posed a region-based object detection method called region
with CNN features (R-CNN). Since then, various improve-
ments were built based on R-CNN. [30] proposed a more
efficient solution called Fast R-CNN. In [51], a deep learn-
ing network called Faster R-CNN was proposed to make
block-wise object detection more efficient. In the work of
Mask R-CNN [33], the network was further extended to
detect objects in pixel level. Most recently, Almutairi et al.
[5] proposed amaskR-CNN-basedmodel attempting to solve
the segmentation of newspaper contents at a semantic level.
However, the solution does not provide a sufficient quan-
titative analysis of any public dataset, which is one of our
attempts in this paper. Also, the evaluation of the system
is based on average precision and model loss, which is not
explanatory enough to show how well the segmentation that
the system can perform. To the best of our knowledge, we
are the first to provide text/non-text block segmentation using
Faster R-CNN for an Arabic documents dataset and to pro-
vide the model evaluation on block level inspired by [54],
as described in Sect. 6.3. Accordingly, we choose to adopt
Faster R-CNN, which is a block-based method, as our basic
model for segmenting book pages in Arabic.

4 BE-Arabic-9K: dataset collection, contents,
and annotation process

To make the BE-Arabic-9K dataset suitable as a training
data and evaluation benchmark formultipleArabic document
analysis tasks, we foremost concentrated on the scale of the
dataset and provided more than 9000 digitized Arabic book
pages.We conducted the scanning process at three university
libraries with Arabic book collections, Boston University,
Harvard University, and Massachusetts Institute of Technol-
ogy, over a period of several weeks. We considered a wide
range of book topics, such as literature, science, mathemat-
ics, arts, politics, and religion, and ensured that the selected
book pages include a wide range of non-text elements like
illustrations, charts, decorations, tables, equations, line draw-
ings (pen sketches), and music notes, in addition to various
non-uniform background textures. By digitizing the 9000
book pages from more than 700 books by different publish-
ers, located in the Middle East, North Africa, and the Gulf
Region, and with various publishing dates, covering a long
period, we ensured that BE-Arabic-9k’s content is generic
and representative to the most common printing fonts and
styles in different regions over long time period.

BE-Arabic-9k contains samples from books published
between 1956 and 2016 written by 419 authors from 244
unique publishers in 22 countries. All the details can be found
in the dataset index sheet here(1). Note that some books had
missing information we could not add to these statistics.

To ensure a high-quality digitization effort, we scanned
the book pages using scanners particularly suited for books,
rather than loose-leaf document scanners, which researchers
typically use for data collection.Wenote that the use of loose-
leaf document scanners to digitize book pages often leads to
imperfections in the resulting document image like severely
skewed or warped text, noisy page borders, salt-and-pepper
noise, etc. The specialized books scanners’ embedded soft-
ware does good job in general for skew and warp correction
beside splitting adjacent images but this is not guaranteed
most of the time, especially with the relatively old prints.
The data still have challenging imperfections nevertheless
incomparable to what might be introduced by regular doc-
ument scanners. We scanned the book pages at 300 or 600
dpi in grayscale rather than black and white, regardless of
the image file sizes, to maintain the image quality and avoid
distortion.

To support the annotation process of BE-Arabic-9K, we
created a dedicated interface (Fig. 3). We modified the
LabelMe tool [39], which enables a user to provide polygonal
segmentation of objects in images, to our purpose. Our inter-
face displays the Arabic book page image and enables the
annotator to segment different regions by drawing rectangles

1 https://github.com/wdqin/BE-Arabic-9K.
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Fig. 3 Annotation interface for region segmentation and labeling (left).
Output XML file (right)

around them. This can be done quickly by using two mouse
clicks. A pop-up menu then appears with a list of labels to
choose from. For the purpose of automated text extraction,
two labels would have sufficed (text and non-text). However,
since BE-Arabic-9K is designed to support multiple Ara-
bic document analysis tasks, we opted to provide a list of
labels that enables logical layout analysis, i.e., determines
the function of the text within the document (e.g., title, text
body, caption, page number). The interface with an anno-
tated book page image and the output XML file that stores
the annotation results for this image are shown in Fig. 3.

In our pursuit to provide ground-truth labels for the
BE-Arabic-9K data, we were inspired by the success of
crowdsourcing in supplying reliable annotations of research
datasets at low cost and in a short time. For example, crowd-
sourcing was previously used to segment and label image
datasets like the popular ImageNET dataset [24] and text
datasets in Arabic [22,63,66,67]. (More details can be found
in the appendix section 9.3.) The challenge was to design
micro-tasks that tempted competent and reliable crowdwork-
ers to accept these tasks and deliver accurate results at
acceptable costs. To prepare for the crowdsourcing experi-
ment, we integrated our annotation interface with the popular
crowdsourcing platform Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk)
[8]. In a pilot experimentwith 725bookpages thatwere anno-
tated by three different crowd workers per page, we found
a high variance in the way workers segmented the regions
of interest. Some workers did not follow the instructions to
create close-fitting bounding boxes and included large areas
of background in the segmentation. Others overlooked small
text regions, for example that included page numbers, did
not take care of small spaces between different page compo-
nents, or drew overlapping rectangles. We also encountered
a “spam worker” who submitted random and incomplete
jobs very quickly. Based on this outcome of the pilot experi-
ment, to train and test our model, we decided to provide the
ground-truth annotations of the text and non-text regions of
the documents ourselves.

Fig. 4 Workflow of the FFRA model

5 Fine-tuned Faster R-CNN on Arabic” (FFRA)

In this section, we present our fine-tuning of the pre-trained
Faster R-CNNmodel structure as the baseline model for text
regions extraction inBE-Arabic. For the convenience of read-
ing, we call this baseline model FFRA, which stands for
Fine-tuned Faster R-CNN on Arabic. FFRA takes as input a
color or grayscale image of a scanned Arabic book page and
yields as output the bounding boxes of the text and non-text
regions of the page. FFRA is a two-step system. The first step
passes the original image through a fine-tuned Faster R-CNN
network [51], which produces numerous, potentially over-
lapping candidate text and non-text regions. The second step
is to remove the redundant regions. The remaining regions
are the segmentation results of FFRA. A visualization of the
FFRA workflow is shown in Fig. 4.

5.1 FFRA component: fine-tuned Faster R-CNN

The Faster R-CNN model [51] can detect and classify, by
default, 91 types of objects in an image, e.g., airplanes or
dogs, as well as the image background.

We changed the number of object classes from 91 to the
three classes relevant here, text, non-text, and image back-
ground to suit our classification problem.

The Faster R-CNN model consists of three components.
The first component is a group of convolutional layers that
are used to extract feature maps from the input image. For
our fine-tuned model, we adopted the pre-trained layers of
the ResNet-50 model [34] as our initial shared convolutional
layers.

The outputs of these layers are used by the other two
components of the Faster R-CNN model. The second com-
ponent of R-CNN is a sub-network called Region Proposal
Network (RPN). It proposes a set of potential rectangular
regions that are likely to contain “objects,” of interest, in our
case text or non-text foreground areas. The proposed regions
are represented by their bounding box coordinates (i.e., “box
regression” output) and the class number of the predicted
object inside. Although it includes a verification and refin-
ing mechanism, the RPN is not able to interpret foreground
“objects” as text or non-text regions, a task that is performed
here by a Fast R-CNN model [30]. The Fast R-CNN com-
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Fig. 5 Network architecture of the fine-tuned Faster R-CNN. Outputs
from the fully connected layers are the predicted positions of text and
non-text regions (box regression), and the predicted labels of boxes (box
classification)

ponent starts with a pooling layer called “Region of Interest
(ROI) Pooling,” which extracts the proposed regions in the
featuremaps and converts these regions of different sizes into
fixed-size regions. The fixed-size regions are then passed to a
group of fully connected layers. Eventually, these fully con-
nected layers produce two kinds of outputs: the class type and
location of each object in the format of a bounding box, here
the locations of the text and non-text regions. Each output
box is accompanied with a “confidence score” that reports
the model’s confidence in the detection. The architecture of
the Faster R-CNN model used by FFRA is given in Fig. 5.

5.2 FFRA component: redundant region removal

A pilot experiment on a small subset of our data showed
that Faster R-CNN model was not promoting the selection
of few non-overlapping region proposals. For example, a
case of “over-segmentation,” i.e., creating redundant over-
lapping text regions, can be seen in the middle of Fig. 4,
where the main text on the page is incorrectly separated into
two regions. We found many other cases where the Faster
R-CNNmodel created multiple overlapping bounding boxes
that belong to the same text or non-text region of the docu-
ment image. A reason why so many overlapping regions are
produced by the Faster R-CNN model may be that unlike a
concrete object in a scene image like a dog, the sub-regions
of a text area are still text areas (while subimages of a dog
cannot fully represent the dog). This is also true for some of
the non-text areas—a part of a cartographic map, for exam-
ple, could still be recognized as a unique cartographic map.
Moreover, our image document analysis task is challenging
because the sizes of the regions to be detected vastly differ
from each other.

The overlapping bounding boxes need to be reduced to
a single box since the system should not extract the same
text twice (e.g., as part of reading software for people with
visual impairments). Redundant regions are considered to be
over-segmentation errors when matched with a ground-truth

page layout. If we simply merge these overlapping bounding
boxes, the chance of producing under-segmentation errors
increases.

Wepropose a solution here that removes redundant bound-
ing boxes by avoiding obvious over- and under-segmentation
errors. The method is rule based: Only boxes that have a con-
fidence score of at least τc = 0.8, computed by the fine-tuned
Faster R-CNN, are considered. For each pair of bounding
boxes that overlap eachother andbelong to the sameclass, the
ratio of the intersection area to the area of the smaller bound-
ing box is computed. If the ratio is higher than a threshold
τo, the two bounding boxes are merged into a single bound-
ing box so that its coordinates are given by the left-most,
upper-most, right-most and bottom-most value of the vertices
among the two bounding boxes. Our validation experiment
showed that a heuristic value of τo = 0.2 provides a balance
between avoiding an over-segmentation error caused by not
merging redundant bounding boxes, and avoiding an under-
segmentation error, caused by merging bounding boxes that
belong to different same-class segments. A visualization of
the result after the merging process is provided in the right
document image of Fig. 4. By comparing the document at
the center of the figure and the document on the right, we
can notice that appending the redundant box remover com-
ponent merges the overlapping bounding boxes obtained by
the Faster R-CNN to reduce prediction redundancy.

6 Experiments and results

We performed two main sets of experiments to evaluate the
performance of FFRA and compare it to prior work. The first
set of experiments uses images inBE-Arabic-9K. The second
set of experiments tested FFRA on three sets of images in the
ASAR challenge [27].

A final experiment is performed to compare the Faster R-
CNN structure performance to one of the latest versions of
another object detection deep structures YOLO4 [4]

6.1 Experimental data

We selected 1500 images of BE-Arabic-9K and 300 images
of BCE-Arabic-v1 [53] as our main experimental dataset.
(We included the latter because prior work was trained on
BCE-Arabic-v1.) This 1800-image collection is a represen-
tative sample of Arabic book pages from various countries
and periods with the following statistics:

– 1598 pageswith text in various fonts and font sizeswithin
a variety of layout elements such as paragraphs, page
numbers, titles and subtitles, headers, and footnotes, and
no illustrations;
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– 255 pages in double-column format with a special text-
line reading order (Arabic poetry, play narration, etc.);

– 36 pages with text with decoration elements (frames,
ornaments, etc.);

– 6 pages with text with tables;
– 12 pages with text formatting of a book index, such as
table of contents, glossary, or references;

– 2 book covers;
– 19 pages with book section separators, such as chapter
title and illustration, or a list of chapter and subsections
titles;

– 202 pageswith text and non-text illustrations such as pho-
tographs, line drawings, maps, and charts and diagrams.

The 1800 images contain 7088 regions annotated as text
and 278 regions annotated as non-text regions. On average,
each image contains 4.1 foreground regions (3.94 text and
0.15 non-text regions).

To motivate the document image research community
to develop automatic solutions for providing annotation for
scanned Arabic book pages, we organized a Physical Lay-
out Analysis Challenge [9] at the IEEE 2nd International
Workshop onArabic andDerived ScriptAnalysis andRecog-
nition (ASAR 2018) [10]. We used the 90-image ASAR
challenge dataset [27] as a secondary experimental dataset to
test FFRA. The dataset contains three sets of 30 images with
different layout challenges, i.e., text and picture regions in a
single column layout (set A), a double column layout (set B),
and a format that is neither single-column nor double-column
(set C). On average, each image contains 12.14 foreground
regions.

6.2 FFRA trainingmethodology

The 1800-image dataset described above was divided into 6
groups, with 300 book pages in each group. One group was
used as a validation set for tuning the hyper-parameters τc
and τo of the FFRAmodel. During the validation experiment,
the five groups of images that were not the validation set
were used as the training data, and the validation set as the
testing data. After tuning the two hyper-parameters, the five
training groups in the validation experiment were used in
a 4-to-1 round-robin manner for fine-tuning of the weights
of the Faster R-CNN model and then testing to evaluate the
entire FFRA system.

Because the size of the training dataset is relatively small
to fine-tune a deep learning network, we applied data aug-
mentation to our training data. We used a public library
called “Albumentations” [18] and the “transforms” part of the
“torchvision” detection package in PyTorch [49] to imple-
ment the data augmentation. In particular, we performed
Gaussian blurring with a maximum kernel size of 3, ran-

Fig. 6 Augmentation of training data: By changing the contrast and
brightness of the original image (left), we created training data (right)
that help model “scanning effects” due to lighting variations

domly changing the brightness up to a factor of 0.1, and
randomly changing the contrast up to a factor of 0.5.

We repeated this data augmentation ten times to produce
ten different augmented images from the original one. Addi-
tionally, using the torchvision code, we horizontally flipped
the image and the ground truth bounding boxes on the 10
augmented images. An example of an augmented image is
shown in Fig. 6.

The ground-truth annotations of the 1800 book page
images were provided in PAGE XML format [48]. We con-
verted the coordinates and the labels of each text and non-text
bounding box into numeric vectors and used them as the tar-
gets for the loss computation of the FFRA model. We used
the pre-trained Faster R-CNNmodel with a ResNet-50 back-
bone as provided in Pytorch as the first component of our
FFRA model. We used Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD)
for optimization with a learning rate of 5 × 10−3, momen-
tum of 0.9, and a weight decay of 5× 10−4. During training,
we reduced the learning rate of each parameter group by 0.1
every 3 epochs. We trained 10 epochs for a single model.
Our training GPU was a RTX 2080 Ti, each training epoch
is finished in approximately 25 min. We used OpenCV 3 for
image processing and removing of the redundant bounding
boxes in the second component of FFRA.We share ourmodel
parameters and source code at2.

6.3 FFRA evaluationmethodology and benchmark
comparisons

The segmentation results of FFRA and prior work were eval-
uated with regards to (1) image regions and (2) pixels. The
region-based evaluation process was also used in the ASAR
physical layout analysis challenge [27]. It was inspired by

2 https://github.com/wdqin/BE-Arabic-9K.
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previous work [54] and uses the term “block” to define met-
rics with regard to the image foreground regions:

– The correct-segmentation (CS) rate of an image is the
number of correctly segmented blocks thatmatch the cor-
responding blocks in the ground truth, normalized by the
number of ground truth blocks in the image.

– An over-segmentation occurs when a foreground block
is not detected as a single block but split into two or
more blocks. The over-segmentation error (OSE) rate of
an image is the number of additional blocks, normalized
by the number of ground truth blocks in the image.

– An under-segmentation occurs when two foreground
blocks in the ground truth are detected as a single fore-
ground block. The under-segmentation error (USE) rate
of an image is the number of under-segmented blocks
divided by the number of ground truth blocks.

– Themissed-segmentation error (MSE) rate of an image is
the number of missed blocks, normalized by the number
of ground truth blocks (“false negative detection rate”).

– The false alarm error (FA) rate is the number of seg-
mented blocks that are not found in the ground truth,
normalized by the number of ground truth blocks (“false
positive detection rate”).

– The overall block error rate ρ is the summation of OSE,
MSE, and USE rates.

To report segmentation results at the pixel level, we com-
pute two metrics, also used in a previous work [61] that
compare the predicted and ground truth labels of each pixel:
Foreground Pixel Accuracy: FgPA =

∑
x∈I f �(x)/n f , Total

Pixel Accuracy: TPA =
∑

x∈I �(x)/n,
where n is the number of pixels in the image I and n f is the
number of pixels in the foreground regions I f of image I
(i.e., I f contains all the pixels in text and non-text regions).
The indicator function�(x) is 1 if the labels of pixel x match
and zero otherwise.

FFRA was compared with four prior works, ECDP [28]
RFAAD [52], an FCN-based method [13], and an adaptive
thresholding method [2]. ECDP is the state-of-the-art system
for physical layout analysis of scanned Arabic book pages.
It was trained and tested using BCE-Arabic V1 [53].

ECDP [28] uses a multi-step process that involves an
ensemble of five support vector machines and a votingmech-
anism to classify image patches, represented by edge and
Fourier transform features, into text and non-text classes.
Resulting patches of the same class that are adjacent to each
other or overlapping are combined into larger image regions,
yielding rectangular foreground boxes that are labeled as
text or non-text. For comparison, ECDP was tested using the
same fivefold sets in round-robin cross-validation scheme as

FFRA. Results were reported as averages of the five experi-
ments (Table 1).
RFAAD [52] detects small connected components on the
Arabic book page image, performsmorphological operations
to merge them, and then extracts geometric features from
the merged connected components to train a random forest
model.

The FCN-based method [13] trains a fully convolutional
network [40] to perform object segmentation, with pre-
trained layers of VGG-16 network [55].

The adaptive thresholding-based method [2] uses a flex-
ible threshold value for the binarization of the input image
and followed by morphological operations to obtain regions
of interests, which are then classified by heuristic rules to
determine whether they are text or non-text regions.

Tomake sure our experiments investigate the top perform-
ing deep structures for object detection, we also considered
an additional comparison of our baseline model to another
method, namely YOLO [4]. The earlier releases of YOLO
(v2 and v3) were known to have struggled with small objects
within the image due to the spatial constraints of the algo-
rithm.
Since we have small size text areas in our dataset images
which represent important logical information like page
numbers, sectionnumbering and text onmargins,we assumed
the algorithm will be of limited performance. Few months
ago YOLO4 was released so we evaluated it against our
dataset to investigate its performance.

The experiments for YOLO were performed by replacing
the middle component of FFRA with pre-trained YOLO4
structure instead of Faster RCNN and fine-tuning on our BE-
Arabic-9k dataset.
Fine-tuning a YOLO structure requires a lot of training
epochs to obtain acceptable results. Therefore, both struc-
tures were trained for 100 epochs to update the weights,
keeping the default hyper-parameters of each structure
unchanged: Backbone (ResNet-50 for Faster R-CNN and
yolov4.conv.137 for YOLO), optimizer (SGD for Faster
R-CNN and Adaptive Moment Estimation (Adam) for
YOLOv4).We cross validated both structures using our 1500
images and the results are shown in Table. 3 We can see
that the Faster R-CNN is around 1–2% better than YOLOv4
regarding pixel-wise classification results while relatively
the same for the rest. We discover that it is more likely for
YOLOv4 to detect only parts of a large text/non-text block
while not covering the whole region. This might be a poten-
tial reason why fine-tuned YOLOv4 has a lower pixel-wise
classification performance than the Faster R-CNN ones.

As such ”partial segmentation” error applies to both Faster
R-CNN and YOLOv4 network, which could affect the per-
formance of the whole system, we think this is an interesting
and promising topic for future investigation.
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Table 1 Experimental results on a subset of BE-Arabic-9K and BCE-Arabic-v1

Block Segmentation Block Classification Pixel Classification
CS OSE USE MSE FA ρ F1 Accuracy FgPA TPA

ECDP [28] Avg. 1.06 0.2 2.14 0.16 0.38 0.56 91.06% 92.51% 93.78% 94.94%

FFRA Avg. 2.29 0.08 0.93 0.07 0.03 0.22 99.15% 99.38% 96.60% 97.23%

Error rates are reported as averages over 1500 images. The results on block segmentation include text and non-text foreground regions. The
classification results denote percent accuracy in text versus non-text prediction of foreground blocks or pixels. Standard deviations for the reported
segmentation rates are less than 0.1 and for classification scores less than 1 percent point
Bold highlights the maximum results achieved per each aspect of comparison

Table 2 Experimental results on the ASAR challenge datasets [27], reported as averages over 30 images

Foreground block segmentation Block classification Pixel classification
CS OSE USE MSE FA ρ F1 Accuracy TPA

ASAR Set A

RFAAD [52] 10.10 1.37 1.00 0.43 2.50 2.80 82% 75% 69%

FCN-Based [13] 9.06 3.67 1.94 2.43 1.83 8.04 88% 97% 80%

Adap. Thr. [2] 6.07 8.50 3.20 1.40 6.10 13.10 93% 90% 89%

FFRA 7.43 1.13 2 3.2 0.2 6.33 89% 85% 97%

ASAR Set B

RFAAD [52] 13.25 1.36 1.68 1.07 3.50 4.10 79% 71% 59%

FCN-Based [13] 9.13 3.07 4.13 2.83 1.04 10.03 97% 99% 87%

Adap. Thr. [2] 6.5 15.47 4.57 1.23 6.5 21.27 82% 87% 86%

FFRA 10.33 0.57 5.03 2.97 0.27 8.57 89% 86% 99%

ASAR Set C

RFAAD [52] 9.40 0.66 0.59 1.45 3.60 2.70 77% 69% 71%

FCN-Based [13] 6.90 3.79 0.86 1.83 1.73 6.48 90% 93% 75%

Adap. Thr. [2] 6.53 5.93 3.07 0.93 2.97 9.93 76% 82% 82%

FFRA 8.33 0.2 4.27 2.23 0.07 6.7 90% 87% 92%

Bold highlights the maximum results achieved per each aspect of comparison

Table 3 Validation results on different fine-tuned object detection models

Block segmentation Block classification Pixel classification
CS OSE USE MSE FA ρ F1 Accuracy FgPA TPA

Faster R-CNN 2.27 0.04 1.07 0.09 0.04 0.24 98.80 % 99.08% 97.22% 96.59%

YOLOv4 2.09 0.07 1.12 0.15 0.03 0.28 99.53% 99.32% 94.51% 95.52%

6.4 Results and discussion

The results of FFRA and the state-of-the-art ECDP in the
fivefold cross-validation experiments described above are
reported in Table 1, and the results of FFRA and the three
ASAR challengemethods on the ASAR datasets are reported
in Table 2.

Our experimental results show that our FFRA has better
performance than ECDP in almost every aspects of segmen-
tation and classification according to seven metrics. For the
three metrics for which ECDP outperforms FFRA, the dif-
ference in rates is almost negligible (no more than 0.1).

FFRA also shows strong performance on the ASAR data.
It is the best model at pixel classification and second-best
at block classification. We note that both the two top block
classificationmodels, “FCN-basedmethod” and FFRA, each
have a deep structure, which may be the reason that they out-
performed the rule-based adaptive thresholding method [2]
and the traditional learningmethod [52]. For block segmenta-
tion, we found FFRA has the lowest over-segmentation error
rate while having relatively large under-segmentation and
missed-segmentation error rates. This likely due to the fact
that FFRAwas trained and tuned on data with 4.1 foreground
regions per image, and tested on data with 12.14 regions per
image (in the ASAR annotations, large text regions are split
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Fig. 7 Examples of successful segmentation by FFRA

Fig. 8 Examples of erroneous segmentation by FFRA: A single para-
graph was oversegmented (left), two text regions were missed (middle),
and overlapping images were unavoidably outlined incorrectly due to
the constraint that rectangular foreground blocks cannot overlap (right)

into small multiple paragraphs). With regard to the number
of correct segmentations and combined error rate ρ on the
ASAR data sets, FFRA is competitive and shows generaliza-
tion ability.

We provide sample outputs of FFRA that visualize its abil-
ity to handle several challenges that are difficult for previous
methods (Figs. 1, 4, 7, and 8). In particular, FFRA can seg-
ment images with brightness variations, which are common
in scanned documents due to scanner quality differences.
This includes the first image in Fig. 7, which has a large dark
foreground region, a dark background region, and is blurry.
Another challenge FFRA overcomes is recognizing non-text
regions that do not have clear boundaries like the map in
Fig. 7,middle, and text regions that have extraneousmarkings
that could confuse an automated method like the two-line
text region that has a distracting edge of a black, round-
corner rectangle overlaid in Fig. 7, right. Success in these
cases may be partially attributed to the fact that FFRA pro-
cesses the full intensity information of the document image
while traditional methods lose information in their binariza-
tion process. Furthermore, as a deep model, FFRA can learn
a representation of the notion of “Arabic text” and distinguish
it from line drawings such as the map in Fig. 7, middle.

We also show some cases where FFRA makes mistakes,
for example, oversegments a paragraph, misses some text
regions, or fails to find the outline of pictures correctly

(Fig. 8). A human annotator would not have difficulties in
detecting the text and image outlines in the images in Fig. 8.
Knowledge of Arabic, however, would be needed to deter-
mine that the text in Fig. 8, left, belongs to a single paragraph.

7 Conclusions and future work

BE-Arabic-9K may become a solid foundation for build-
ing Arabic language resources for computing researchers.
It is the first of its kind and may be used to serve a dig-
itally underresourced but large community of 300 million
people who speak Arabic or use Arabic characters to repre-
sent their languages, e.g., Amharic, Hausa, Kurdish, Farsi,
Pashto, Swahili, Urdu, or Wolof. BE-Arabic-9K is the first
large-scale dataset of scanned Arabic book pages suitable for
training and testing deep learning models designed to solve
various document analysis problems. The dataset is unique
not only due to its size but also due to the wide variety of
content and layout of pages collected from books published
in the Middle East, North Africa, and the Gulf Region at var-
ious times during the last few decades. The dataset will be
enlarged and re-annotated over time to suit different needs
of researchers. We hope that the current and future versions
of BE-Arabic-9K, provided at3 , will serve researchers to
develop document-analysis solutions that assist people with
visual impairments in the Arabic world.

Our deep model FFRA shows the benefit of applying deep
learning to the task of Arabic document analysis. The exper-
imental results convincingly show that Arabic text regions
can be detected with very high accuracy. The segmentation
problem, i.e., obtaining accurate outlines of non-text and text
regions, would benefit from additional research. Systems,
such as FFRA, may be used within a comprehensive docu-
ment analysis tool that detects the functionality of the various
parts of a document layout, determines a reading order, and
converts text and non-text information into readable mate-
rial for visually impaired people. To facilitate such future
research, we make our FFRA model parameters and source
code publicly available at 4.

As a future work, we would want to conduct more exper-
iments using the other object detection methods YOLO after
fine-tuning and compare it to FFRA performance against
larger portion of our dataset. Our dataset is very challeng-
ing and has samples with both unique objects and complex
layouts and we believe that applying one method would not
be able to pass all the challenges. Combining multiple solu-
tions is expected to enhance the detection results.

3 https://github.com/wdqin/BE-Arabic-9K.
4 https://github.com/wdqin/BE-Arabic-9K
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Appendix: Documents images datasets

Collection and annotation

Large size annotated datasets are one crucial resource needed
for supervised machine learning. Researchers often spend a
considerable amount of time annotating their self-collected
datasets because they cannot find a publicly available dataset
thatmatch their researchneed.Thismay result in themending
up conducting their research on limited size datasets.
Unless special characteristics are required for a research
dataset, the data collection phase is not as challenging or
as expensive as data annotation. For example, The inter-
net archive has billions of unlabeled images that could be
downloaded using web search crawlers, an approach that
has been followed before to construct large public com-
puter vision datasets like TinyImage [59] and ImageNet [23].
The annotation phase is what controls the research outcome.
Annotations should match the research question, meaning
that a single image can have multiple annotations and sev-
eral levels of details. Accordingly, the annotation process has
been always expert-based and problem-oriented, expensive
and time consuming.
Dataset collection for document analysis and recognition is
one of the most challenging tasks compared to other research
areas. One might expect ”transcripts” as the only annota-
tion needed for documents images, however, according to
the research problem the required annotations might include
much more information like:

1. Segmentation information: locating the text position
inside the document image (i.e., bounding box coordi-
nates),

2. Logical labeling: identification of the text logical func-
tion (i.e., title, caption, footnote, etc.)

3. the text reading order (specially in multi-columns lay-
outs)

4. Geometrical labeling: classifying the non-text element
type (i.e., image, chart, map, logo, math formulae, etc.)

5. Descriptions: the alternative text for image elements,
cells functions-and-relations for tables elements.

Logical labeling of a document’s text elements, is one of the
most human-intelligence-based tasks that sometimes become
controversial especially with unfamiliar layouts or with the
absence of appropriate text formatting (e.g., font size and

emphasis). Our previous attempt to provide the first labeled
dataset for page segmentation and layout analysis BCE-
Arabic V1 was one of a kind [53]. We investigated the
importance of having physically analyzed documents (i.e.,
segmenting regions and identifying their type as text or non-
text), and showed that it is no trivial task and has a significant
impact on improving the OCR results compared to intro-
ducing raw images to the system. Our study highlighted
behind-the-seen efforts of sample annotation and selecting
the appropriate metadata set and labeling tools to prepare a
dataset of document images. We discussed the tools used by
researchers and set comparison to discover the most suitable
one for annotating an Arabic documents dataset (Aletheia
tool). The document image annotation standards were finally
created after studying the most common labels and meta-
data hierarchy needed for representing a document content
in many research areas and PAGE format (created by the
Aletheia tool) ended up being the most comprehensive anno-
tation scheme for such representation.

Crowdsourcing for datasets annotation

Crowdsourcing has been recently used for constructing dif-
ferent relatively large image, audio and video research
datasets through annotation tasks, like segmentation and
labeling. It has proved to be very fast and cheap, compared
to the expert-based method. However, this has not yet been
commonly used in all research areas. Crowdsourcing was
not only used for computer vision dataset annotation but also
for natural language processing (NLP) datasets. Datasets for
namedentity recognition [38], image transcriptions [50]were
annotated using crowdsourcing.Annotating text corpora, and
social media tweets and comments in the form of transcripts,
dialects, sentiment analysis and people opinions or orienta-
tions were all done through crowdsourcing. Literature about
crowdsourcing for annotation of Arabic datasets all lie in
this area [3,21,26,29,62,64,65]. However, as far as we know,
there is still no attempt for crowdsourcing to annotate scanned
documents dataset for the sake of Arabic document image
analysis and recognition research, we were the first.

Amazonmechanical Turk (MTurk)

Researchers used the crowdsourcing services offered byArti-
ficial intelligence companies at very small profit likeAmazon
Mechanical Turk (MTurk) 5, and CrowdFlower (CF) 6. for
the purpose of information collection or fast accomplishment
of tedious small tasks. Amazon MTurk might be the first and
most popular crowdsourcing platform used by researchers.

5 https://www.mturk.com/mturk/welcome.
6 https://www.crowdflower.com/ (re-branded as ’Figure Eight’ starting
2018
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AnMTurk job/HIT The requester divides the entire task to
a large number of small jobs (also called human intelligent
tasks ’HITs’), that could be done in parallel. Usually the tasks
are short time data entry or information extraction, for exam-
ple answering questions about identifying and/or segmenting
an object, or selecting an appropriate label, etc. An instruc-
tions set of how the task should be performed with examples
of possible instances and common errors are posted to the
workers once they accept to do the job. The requester also
specifies the maximum time duration for accomplishing the
job, and themonetary reward for the given job. The requesters
can select workers based on specific qualities related to their
tasks and the same HIT could also be assigned to multi-
ple workers for quality assurance. Upon posting the jobs
to MTurk, workers try to accept the job, perform the job
according to the instructions, and submit it before the speci-
fied deadline. Workers might choose long duration jobs with
high rewards or a number of short duration jobs with smaller
lump-sum. After the jobs submission, the requesters have
a deadline to review them and agree to paying/not-paying
the workers individually according the job quality. Some
requesters choose to offer bonuses beyond the basic reward to
some high quality workers as well. Rewards could be as less
as two cents and could be as high as tens of dollars according
to the job difficulty. The rewards do not represent the entire
task pricing, as the budget also include the service provider
profit (percentage of the rewards and bonuses). The process
is completed by quality assurance procedures and tests to
detect spammers and insure agreement between the workers
performing the same HIT and also evaluating the annotation
accuracy and analyzing errors.
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